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DISCLAIMER
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WELCOME TO CELLQUICKEN
Congratulations with your acquisition of the CellQuicken treatment device, CellQuicken Plus.
The Quicken is built on the foundations of Dr. Royal Raymond Rife. There are many “Rife” products but you have acquired the top of
the range and you can expect results that may exceed your expectations.
Please read the entire Operation’s and Help Manual before commencing with treatments.

UNDERSTANDING THE ICONS
TREATMENT ICON (Top Left)
This tab is to enter the treatment list menu and access the lists to choose a treatment from or to create a program.

RUN ICON (Top Right)
This is where you choose to run a saved treatment program.

INFO ICON (Bottom Left)
Use this feature to access information about any of the treatments or conditions.

HELP ICON (Bottom Right)
This icon contains this OPERATIONS & HELP MANUAL.

TABS EXPLAINED
RUN
BACK
HOME
NEXT
SEARCH
START
PAUSE
RESUME
STOP
SAVE
REPEAT

: Run the treatments you have selected
: Goes one page back
: Goes one level back
: Goes one page forward
: Use this option to search for treatments
: Activate the program you will be running
: Pause the program running
: Continue with the same program that was paused
: Will stop the program running
: Save the treatments to your program
: Repeat your chosen program

TREATMENT ICON
TABS LISTED:
ALL TREATMENTS
ORGAN HEALTH
MUSCLE HEALTH
COLOR
NOGIER
VITA
ORGAN FUNCTION
MINERAL NUTRIENTS
SOLFEGGIO:
CHAKRA / MERIDIAN
PROGRAMS
 All treatments under the tabs following the ALL TREATMENTS tab are included under the ALL TREATMENTS tab, but can be
accessed separately under their own tabs as well.
 You are limited to 25 treatments per treatment run and to save under a program
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SELECTING A TREATMENT
Once you have selected your required treatment, tap on RUN. You then have the following options available:

START:

This will start the chosen treatments and the treatments will follow each other subsequently.

REPEAT:

This is the option where you can choose to repeat your chosen treatment programs.

SAVE:

You can utilize this option to save you and your families list of treatments for ease of use. When you press SAVE you
will be given a keyboard where you can type in the preferred name for the list of treatments you have chosen.
(Remember you can only add 25 at a time)
Example: Rejuvenate Mom (Skin; Hair; Relaxation; Collagen Treatment)
Once you have entered the chosen name, you can type in a note describing the program

ALL TREATMENTS TAB
•
•
•

•

The treatments are listed alphabetically. To select / unselect a treatment tap on the white block to the left of the treatment you
have chosen.
To read more on the notes of that specific treatment, tap on the text note for more information.
You may choose to search for a specific condition. The search function can be excited by pressing the exit button on the left
bottom side of your keyboard. Once you typed the required search text, tap on enter. All files containing the searched text will
be displayed even if it should only be partially recognized. The searched text will be highlighted and if the word is within the
notes but not visible, the record will still be available to view.
Use EXIT to return to the full list of treatments.

Press HOME to return to the main menu.

This icon will display all programs you have chosen to save and will be listed by its name and be displayed with the
note you have added.
To run: Select the program you would like to run by tapping on the white block to the left, tap on RUN and then
START.
There are no limits to the amount of programs you can save, so you can cater for more than one.

Example: Rejuvenate Mom
Dad Snore
Child Flu
This icon is used for information on the treatments in the treatment lists. The pathogen list is extensive but
necessary to search for the medical term for pathogens that may cause the condition that you are searching for. The
pathogen name may be used to search within the ALL TREATMENTS tab.

UPDATES
When program updates are available, you will be notified whereby you can download the updates via the internet. The micro SD card at
the back of the unit is used to save the file updates onto your unit.

TREATMENT OVERVIEW
Sickness results when cells, molecules or particles of matter are out of their normal resonance or vibratory pattern. By repeatedly
exposing damaged and/or disrupted tissue and or cells to the normal resonance frequencies associated with that tissue, healing often
occurs, sometimes quite rapidly.

ALL TREATMENTS:
TREATMENTS:
This is to treat all conditions that include the killing of pathogens, cancers and build health in organs. While you treat for a specific
treatment the system is energizing the body and atom, to benefit the cell and eventually the organ and organ system. It is a good idea to
end all treatments programs with ‘Treatment Closure’

ORGAN HEALTH:
HEALTH:
There is a known healthy frequency to indoctrinate the organ to health. By stimulation on these treatment sets, the given organ will
resonate with it and cell splitting will be healthier to form organ cells and tissue. When a healing is taking place for example bronchitis,
run the lung organ and organ function as to eliminate traces of health history captured in DNA memory.
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MUSCLE HEALTH:
HEALTH:
Each muscle can be treated individually and by stimulation of one or more muscles will rejuvenate the muscle cell and the muscle tissue
will develop.

COLOR:
We use color in our clothing, our decor, food we eat, or visualize a color, in crystals or stained water, our choice of plants and flowers,
to help us balance and benefit our body, mind and emotions. We tend to instinctively be drawn towards the colors we need, perhaps
being drawn to blue when feeling anxious or stressed. The color treatment is exposing the body with the frequency of the set color. Our
DNA transmits light in different colors and by exposing it to the color frequencies we influence the health vibrations and strengthen the
DNA light transition.

NOGIER:
The late French neurologist, Dr. Paul Nogier, is best known for his innovative work in the development of auriculotherapy (ear
acupuncture). Based on this research, Dr. Nogier's findings and innovations have had profound implications for neuropathy and chronic
pain patients, by helping to increase blood flow, reduce inflammation and assist in general healing. This treatment is based on his
research and applied via frequency treatment.

MINERALS:
MINERALS:
Your body is able to manufacture all required minerals and by stimulation with the specific frequencies your body will react with the
correct balance of manufacturing and absorbing minerals.

SOLFEGGIO:
Solfeggio frequencies make up the ancient 6-tone scale thought to have been used in sacred music, including the beautiful and well
known Gregorian Chants. The chants and their special tones were believed to impart spiritual blessings when sung in harmony. Each
Solfeggio tone is comprised of a frequency required to balance your energy and keep your body, mind and spirit in perfect harmony.

CHAKRA OR MERIDIAN:
The energy flow on, to and through the meridian has a direct implication to health and by treating the chakra/meridian you will balance
the energy flows and have a healthier meridian.

PATHOGEN LIST:
Pathogens are viruses, fungus, bacteria and parasites. This list is a guide for you to research your possible condition as many do not find
diagnoses from modern medicine. When identifying a possible condition you could treat by searching for the pathogen in the treatment
sets. There is no side effect if treating for a pathogen that is not in your body (wrongly identified).

DURING TREATMENT
TREATMENT
TIME:
Each treatment set has a set run time but you could repeat it to meet your requirements.

INTENSITY:
Intensity must start low and you could increase as your body adapts to the exposure.

YOUNG CHILDREN (Under
(Under 12):
Treat children at low intensity and place the transmitter tube at least 1 foot from the child. Do not use the electro therapy on children
that cannot understand the concept of adjusting the intensity themself. Note: The electro therapy may feel low for you but, it is not to
say that the child will have the same experience. The flow of energy is higher for children and some adults as the body’s resistance will
differ from one to another.

HOW TO TREAT:
You do not need to hold the tube in your hand unless you want to treat with the electro therapy as well. It is not necessary to treat with
electro therapy unless you have muscle spasms or injury. Some users feel the electro therapy is of great value as one can feel the
frequency treatment taking place.

BREATHING:
The indicator will set the pace of breathing.
4 second - breathe in
4 second - hold breath in
4 second - breathe out
4 second - hold breath out
Attempt to keep to this rhythm as much as possible while using the unit.

NAUSEA:
If you experience nausea or pain while treating - Lower the intensity and/ or take a break before continuing.
Higher intensity does not mean you are killing more bugs or shrinking a tumor any faster. Whether you use high or low intensity, the
same number of organisms is being killed. High intensity treatment irritates the nerves – and they react.
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ADJUSTMENT DIALS ON THE UNIT:
SYSTEM:
This will lower or increase the intensity of the output.

ELECTRO:
This will lower or increase the intensity of the electro therapy and therefore you need both units within skin contact. The intensity is
limited to the system setting. Use the electro therapy at low intensity as high intensity could create a burn effect on the skin and this
reason why you need to be alert to the understanding level of the person being treated to adjust the dials.

CHOOSING A TREATMENT SET
•
•

Run a search for the diagnosed condition but search for anything relating to the area or organ having the condition. Use the
internet to research other possible causes to the organ discomfort as that organ may not be the primary cause of discomfort.
If a disease is in an organ, you will want to add the organ treatment and organ functions to the treatment program. (Kidneys,
lung, bladder, etc.)

NOTES ON CERTAIN ILLNESS TREATMENTS
CANCER:
o

o
o
o

Choose the tumor related treatment first for treatment and there after treat with the cancer treatment sets. Although the
treatments are time consuming you need to continuously treat on all related conditions as you cannot be sure that you have
exposed the tumor or cancer with the correct frequency.
For liver and pancreas cancers you must start with the cancer and end with the tumor treatment.
Chemo treatment is toxic to the healthy cell and breaks down the cells and Quicken builds the cells but, the breakdown is faster
than the build so the Quicken treatment may seem less effective to your immune system, full blood count, etc.
If you did have chemo you need to give attention to organ treatment on the menu and run all the treatments as much as possible.
It is a good idea to treat with the toxin cleansing (detox) treatments as well.

BRAIN TUMORS
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o

The treatment sets must not exceed 5 repeats per day.
Do not run one set alone for more than 2 hours a day.
Multiple sets can form a treatment program and may exceed 2 hours but not more than 5 repeats per set.
The larger the tumor the longer it will take to disappear. A 2cm by 2cm tumor could take about one month.
Tumors do not shrink faster by treating them for longer. They each have their own rate of shrinking.
Brain inflammation does occur to some extent when treating any brain tumor, so run Meningitis treatment at least once after each
treatment.
The MRI scan used for brain tumors is unable to distinguish between a tumor and scar tissue. When a tumor is removed, it leaves
behind scar tissue – damage from that tumor. An MRI scan will detect this scar tissue, and the doctors will say the tumor is still
there. Only a PET scan will differentiate between tumors and scar tissue. So ask for a PET scan to be done.
Treatments to be used may include: Cancer Astrocytoma, Cancer Fibrosarcoma, Oligoden Droglioma, Cancer Neuroblastoma,
Cancer Glioblastoma Tumor, Cancer Rhabdomyo Sarcoma Embryonal, Meningioma, Cancer Gliomas

BREAST CANCER
o
o
o
o

Run Fibrosarcoma for about a week nonstop.
The biggest problem I encountered was the chemo pills given to women – these throw their hormonal balance into complete
disarray by reducing the estrogen level. To get this in balance again is much more difficult than curing the cancer.
Note that doctors do a CA15-3 test to measure the progress of the cancer. This does not measure the tumor directly – it gauges
the estrogen level which serves as a marker for the doctor to ascertain whether the tumor is worse or improved.
Doctors firmly believe that high estrogen creates breast tumors. To get the hormonal balance correct, one of the treatments is
actually to boost the estrogen level.

PROSTATE CANCER
o

Run the all prostate cancer treatment for 3 days before running the prostate cancer treatments. (Prostate Enlarged, Prostate
Problems General, Prostate) then (Cancer Prostate, Prostate Adenominum, Prostate Hyperplasia, Blood Cleanser, Immune System
Stimulation)

ADRENAL AND KIDNEY CANCER
o
o
o

It is normally believed that this is an adrenal gland tumor, but because this gland sits on top of the kidney, the kidney will most
likely also be involved.
Run Kidney Papilloma and Hodgkin’s 5 times per day for at least a week.
You may want to search for anything pertaining lymph system and treat it as well.
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LUNG TUMOR/CANCER
o
o
o

Running Fibrosis of the lung – removes the tumor, if not the primary site.
Run it about 5 times consecutively for at least 14 days, depending on the size of the tumor. Note that these Programs do not
contain any cancer frequencies.
Do not run it for more times in an attempt to reduce the shrinking time. When you run this Program, the tumor contracts and
expands, and if you run it for too long, it will irritate the surrounding area and cause pain. If the lung was the primary site, the
tumor will reduce to about 10% of its original size.

KIDNEY
o
o
o
o
o
o

Run the Kidney Papilloma treatment about 5 times consecutively for at least 2 days.
A kidney tumor normally forms in the cervical – outer surface/mucous membranes – of the kidney. But cervices are found in many
places in the body, and it would appear that the same principle applies: skin, vagina, penis, oropharynx, and anus, etc.
On the web, they concentrate on the sexual organs, and you could easily miss places like the kidney, and even the lungs and others
not mentioned. You need to look at the principle involved to get to the truth.
You would be surprised for what other tumors it would also apply.
Papilloma is most likely the cause of squamous cell carcinoma. It is also the cause of adenocarcinoma, which is one of the possible
kidney tumors.
Papilloma may be at the root of many tumors. When you see Papilloma, you normally think of warts. Run Papilloma Virus and
Asbestos lung.

NON HODGKIN’S LYMPHOMA
o

Run Cancer Non-Hodgkin’s 2, Streptococcus Virus, Lymph Support, Lymph and Detox, Blood Cleanser, Immune System
Stimulation, Detox Toxins throughout the Body.

TESTICLE TUMOR
o

Run Cells of Leudig, Seminal Vericulitis for at least 7 days non-stop.

CANCER FOR WHICH THERE IS NO SPECIFIC PREDEFINED TREATMENT SETS:
o

Cancer Basic 1, Cancer basic 2, Cancer basic set, Cancer general 1, Cancer general 2, Cancer General 3, Cancer BX, Cancer BY,
Immune system stimulation, Blood cleanser, Detox toxins throughout the body.

POWER SUPPLY
Take note of your power supplied as to set the unit within the range of your power grid. Example: 220 – 240 V is to be set on 130 V.
100 – 120 V supply to be set to 110 V on the unit. If you do not know what your power supply is, ask somebody that does know or look
at the label on your toaster for the range of power supply in your country.

DISCLAIMER:
Under no circumstance are we suggesting or trying to replace your medicine or therapy, or to convince you that this alternative
modality will cure you. No pregnant persons, persons who had a vital organ transplant, persons with a heart risk, people with a heart
pace maker, or persons who cannot work with good knowledge, skills, and insight to equipment and their health, may operate or apply
an electro therapy and or the device.
We can therefore also not guarantee that a CellQuicken device is beneficial to a specific person’s health condition. The devices may be
used only for personal application and entirely on your own risk and no liability whatsoever will be taken or accepted for any effect, loss,
cause, or any other claim of any nature whatsoever.
The Quicken Plus systems are not approved by the FDA as medical devices.
In the US, you can legally use frequency systems like CellQuicken for testing, energy balancing, life extension, and relaxation. You can
experiment using frequencies on bacterial cultures, laboratory animals, and yourself. For what it’s worth, you still have a legal right to
self-medicate under the Ninth Amendment of the United States Constitution.
In Germany and South Africa, as well as some other nations, frequency devices are legally licensed as medical instruments.
By using the CellQuicken frequency generation systems, you, the user, understand and accept that you have no demand of expectation of
curing any ailment. You also understand that possible negative physical and/or mental effects, unknown to CellQuicken or associates,
might result from the use of a frequency generation systems. Moreover, you intend to undertake only responsible experimentation, and
you voluntarily accept all responsibility for the use and application of all frequencies generated by the systems. Rife technology may be
used for the following uses: Experimental, educational, research, veterinary, scientific, relaxation, and meridian therapy. All treatments are
structured with best effort to be beneficial to the user and many individuals have experienced amazing healing with frequency treatment.
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